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This paper is an introdu tion to the ideas of Bohmian me hani s, an interpretation
of quantum me hani s in whi h the observer plays no fundamental role. Bohmian
me hani s des ribes, instead of probabilities of measurement results, obje tive miros opi events. In re ent years, Bohmian me hani s has attra ted in reasing attention by resear hers. The form of a dialogue allows me to address questions about
the Bohmian view that often arise.
I.

FIRST DAY: FUNDAMENTALS

Ali e: What, exa tly, does Bohmian me hani s say?
Bob: It des ribes the motion of N point parti les in the usual three-spa e. Every parti le i
has at every time t some de nite position Qi(t) 2 R 3 . The motion obeys the rst-order
di erential equation
~ ri (Q1 (t); : : : ; QN (t); t)
dQi
=
Im (Q (t); : : : ; Q (t); t) ;
(1)
dt
mi
1
N
where Im means the imaginary part, mi is the mass of parti le i, and is a timedependent omplex-valued fun tion on the on guration spa e R 3N that satis es
S hrodinger's equation
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where V is the potential energy. (We denote the variables on whi h
and the a tual positions of the parti les by Q.)

depends by q,

Ali e: And this me hani s is intended to repla e nonrelativisti quantum me hani s?
Bob: Yes. The idea is that Bohmian me hani s is the true quantum me hani s. The
fun tion is the very same wave fun tion you know from quantum me hani s, and the
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positions of the parti les are the same you would nd if you performed a position
measurement in quantum me hani s.
Ali e: So the Bohmian answer to \wave or parti le?" is \wave and parti le!"
Bob: Yes.
Ali e: But, it's very di erent from the usual quantum me hani s on eptually, isn't it? Indeed, it's not a quantum theory at all; it's a lassi al theory.
Bob: It is indeed very di erent from the usual quantum me hani s on eptually. Usually, it
is assumed that quantum parti les don't have traje tories. Bohmian me hani s has in
ommon with lassi al theories that it tells us a lear story about what's happening.
On the other hand, as we will soon see, Bohmian me hani s is in perfe t agreement with
all probabilisti predi tions of quantum me hani s. So, you are mistaken thinking that
Bohmian me hani s is not a quantum theory; remember that its empiri al impli ations
agree with quantum me hani s (whenever quantum me hani s is unambiguous), and
disagree with Newtonian me hani s. A orollary of this agreement is that Bohmian
me hani s is on rmed by experien e. In parti ular, the mere existen e of Bohmian
me hani s proves that the usually assumed nonexisten e of traje tories annot be
on luded from experiment.
Ali e: You will have to explain the agreement with the predi tions of quantum me hani s.
But, rst I have some questions on the dynami s. Apparently, you have to assume
that the wave fun tion is not merely square integrable, but is di erentiable.
Bob: We do assume that the wave fun tion is di erentiable (ex ept perhaps at a few ex eptional on gurations).
Ali e: For all times?
Bob: For all times. For a reasonably large lass of potentials (in luding Coulomb), there is
a dense subspa e in the L2 Hilbert spa e of wave fun tions that will be di erentiable
for all times (with few ex eptional on gurations).
Ali e: And the equation of motion is ill-de ned for all nodes, that is, zeros, of the wave
fun tion. What if your traje tory (Q1(t); : : : ; QN (t)) runs into a node?
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Bob: It has been proved1 that for almost all initial on gurations (a ording to the appropriate measure) and for all wave fun tions from a suitable lass, the equation of
motion has a unique global solution (that is, for all t). Hen e, with \probability one"
Bohmian traje tories never run into the singularities of the velo ity eld, that is, the
nodes and the points where the wave fun tion is not di erentiable.
Ali e: What is this appropriate measure?
Bob: The natural measure for ounting initial on gurations (that is, for talking about the
size of a set of initial on gurations) for the equation of motion with wave fun tion
(t = 0) is
j (q1; : : : ; qN ; 0)j2d3Nq;
(3)
where d3Nq is the volume measure on on guration spa e. The measure (3) de nes a
measure on the set of solution urves (Q1(t); : : : ; QN (t)) of the equation of motion.
Ali e: Why don't we simply ount initial onditions by the volume measure?
Bob: For every measure on on guration spa e, the dynami s will transport its density
fun tion (q1 ; : : : ; qN ; t) a ording to the ontinuity equation
 ~ ri 
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If we start with the volume measure, that is,  = 1, at some time, the measure will
ease to be the volume measure at other times. So, when starting with the volume
measure, you arbitrarily prefer some point in time. Not so with the measure in Eq. (3).
The measure j (0)j2d3N q is transported by the dynami s to the measure j (t)j2d3N q.
This an be easily he ked by deriving the ontinuity equation
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from the S hrodinger equation. Eq. (5) means that the Bohmian velo ity
(~=mi)Im(ri = ) equals ji =j j2, where ji is the probability urrent density (for parti le i) of the wave fun tion.
Ali e: So, what you're saying is that the only way (for generi ) to de ne a measure on the
set of solution urves (Q1 (t); : : : ; QN (t)) without preferring some point in time is by
Eq. (3).
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Bob: Pre isely.
Ali e: Quantum me hani s says that j (q; t)j2 is the probability density of nding the parti les at on guration q when measuring the positions at time t. If position measurements simply reveal the Bohmian positions, the Bohmian positions must be random
and distributed a ording to j j2d3Nq.
Bob: We have to keep in mind that the wave fun tion we are talking about is the wave fun tion of all parti les in the universe. When we talk about the distribution of measured
positions, what we are onsidering is an ensemble of small subsystems, all within the
same universe, and all having the same subsystem wave fun tion . It has been shown2
that for the overwhelming majority [a ording to the measure (3)℄ of possible initial
on gurations of the Bohmian universe, the on gurations of these subsystems look
as if they are random and independently j j2-distributed. We may think of the initial
on guration of our universe as being random, but su h an assumption is not needed
here (and perhaps wouldn't make mu h sense, just as we don't regard the dimension
of spa e as a random number). For a subsystem with wave fun tion , we may always
assume the on guration to be random and j j2-distributed. This statement is alled
the quantum equilibrium hypothesis.2
Ali e: What about the ollapse or redu tion of the wave fun tion? Equation (2) implies there
is no ollapse. But, in the standard version of quantum me hani s, the ollapse rule is
required for the theory to give the orre t results. Doesn't Bohmian me hani s need
the ollapse as well?
Bob: No, Bohmian me hani s doesn't need an additional ollapse postulate. To see why, we
have to distinguish again between the wave fun tion of the universe and the wave
fun tion of a subsystem. Sin e the evolution of is des ribed by Equation (2) at all
times, never ollapses, as you said. In ontrast, the wave fun tion of the part of
the universe on whi h we do an experiment does e e tively ollapse as a onsequen e
of Eqs. (1) and (2).
Ali e: You mean, you an derive the ollapse from Eqs. (1) and (2)? It is well known that
the ollapse is nonunitary and therefore is in on i t with the S hrodinger evolution!
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Bob: We an derive the ollapse. You will see. For simpli ity, we onsider a \measurement"
with only two possible out omes. And, let us rst suppose a spe ial form of the
wave fun tion of the universe, =
 , where is the wave fun tion of the
subsystem on whi h we perform the \measurement,"  is the wave fun tion of the
measuring apparatus, and  is that of the rest of the world. The symbol denotes
the tensor produ t of fun tions, that is, (x; y; z) = (x) (y) (z), where x; y; z are
the on gurations of subsystem, apparatus, and the rest of the world, respe tively. 
will be irrelevant to our dis ussion, so we ignore it here.
Ali e:  is irrelevant be ause, as long as is a produ t su h as (something) , Eq. (1)
implies that the motion of the subsystem and apparatus parti les is independent of
what's happening outside.
Bob: Yes. Suppose U^ is the unitary operator that represents the time evolution of the wave
fun tion during the \measurement" pro ess.
Ali e: Wait a se ond: why do you always put these quotation marks around the word \measurement"?
Bob: Be ause we should not expe t that anything is a tually being measured during what
is usually alled a \measurement." I'll return to this point later.
Ali e: Hm. Go on.
Bob: Suppose 0 is the wave fun tion of the apparatus before the measurement, 1 is that
orresponding to the result 1, and 2 is that orresponding to result 2. If 1 is the
eigenfun tion orresponding to result 1 and 2 the eigenfun tion orresponding to
result 2, we must have that
U^ (
U^ (

1

0 ) =

1

1 ;

2

0 ) =

2

2 :

(6a)
(6b)

Now, if = 1 1 + 2 2 is not an eigenfun tion of the self-adjoint operator (the \observable") orresponding to this \measurement," then the linearity of the S hrodinger
equation implies that
U^ (

0 ) =

1 1

1 +

2 2

2 :

(7)
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The wave fun tions 1 and 2 will have very disjoint on gurational support, that is,
1 and 2 are supported by the sets S1 and S2 , respe tively, in the on guration spa e
of the apparatus parti les, and these two sets will not only be disjoint, but very far
apart in on guration spa e, as they are ma ros opi ally distin t. (The wave fun tion
1 will not stri tly be zero outside S1 , but will be very lose to zero, su h that, say,
99.9% of j1j2 will be on entrated in S1; similarly for 2 and S2 .)
Ali e: Then, if the result is displayed by the position of a pointer (with 1023 parti les) on
a s ale, all on gurations in Si will have the positions of all pointer parti les lose
to i, and so the elements of S1 and S2 will di er by one length unit in at least 1023
variables.
Bob: Yes. For all pra ti al purposes, it will be impossible to have any interferen e between
the two wave pa kets on the right-hand side of Eq. (7), be ause for interferen e, the
supports of the two pa kets have to overlap in on guration spa e.
Ali e: I see.
Bob: So far we have dis ussed only the wave fun tion. Now, in Bohmian me hani s, the onguration point of subsystem + apparatus will be, thanks to the quantum equilibrium
hypothesis, random and distributed a ording to j 1 1 1 + 2 2 2 j2, whi h for
disjointness of supports equals j 1j2j 1j2j1j2 + j 2j2j 2 j2j2j2. Therefore, the on guration point will reside in the set fsubsystem on gurationsg S1 with probability j 1j2,
and in the set fsubsystem on gurationsg  S2 with probability j 2 j2. Note that this
result oin ides with the probability predi tions of quantum me hani s. Furthermore,
if the on guration point resides in the rst set, the output of the apparatus will
(unambiguously) read 1.
Ali e: And, in this ase, where is the ollapsed wave fun tion of the subsystem after the
measurement?
Bob: The future motion of the on guration point will depend only on the rst wave pa ket
1 be ause, as you an see in Eq. (1), the velo ity depends only on the value
1 1
of the wave fun tion and its derivatives at the on guration point (Q1(t); : : : ; QN (t)),
and the two wave pa kets never meet again.
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Ali e: Aha. Furthermore, I re all that produ t wave fun tions su h as 1 1 1 lead to
independent motion of subsystem and apparatus, and I an read o from Eq. (1) that
1 1 generates the same motion as
1 sin e 1 an els in the quotient. Hen e, the
subsystem behaves as if it had wave fun tion 1 .
Bob: Yes.
Ali e: But somehow, I missed the point where the ollapse omes about.
Bob: If x; y; z are again the on guration of the subsystem, the apparatus and the rest of the
world, respe tively, and X (t); Y (t); Z (t) is the solution of Eq. (1), we all ond (x; t) =
(x; Y (t); Z (t); t) the onditional wave fun tion of the subsystem. As long as there is
no intera tion between the subsystem and anything else, the onditional wave fun tion
obeys a S hrodinger equation, but eases to do so during intera tion. The onditional
wave fun tion ollapses, but not so the wave fun tion of the universe. And, in ontrast
to the orthodox ollapse, the ollapse of ond takes pla e obje tively, takes a nite
amount of time, and does not depend on an observer's knowledge.
Ali e: What happens to the se ond wave pa ket,

2 2

2 ?

Bob: It leads an empty life. It evolves a ording to S hrodinger's equation, but it doesn't
in uen e the on guration.
Ali e: But if never ollapses, it isn't a produ t 1 (something) after the experiment.
And, we assumed it is a produ t in the beginning of our dis ussion of the measurement
pro ess. So, how do you treat any further measurement?
Bob: It isn't ne essary to assume is a produ t. We might have allowed a number of empty
wave pa kets somewhere far away in on guration spa e. Suppose ? is su h a wave
pa ket, so that =  + ? while the support of ? is ma ros opi ally disjoint
from that of
  (whi h ontains the on guration point); then, our dis ussion
still applies. In this ase is alled the e e tive wave fun tion of the subsystem,2 and
1 is the e e tive wave fun tion of the subsystem after the \measurement."
Ali e: If I understand you orre tly, the out ome of the measurement in general depends on
the mi rostate, that is, the on guration and the wave fun tion, of the measurement
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apparatus. In parti ular, it depends on the details of , and these details are subje t
to thermal u tuations.
Bob: In prin iple, yes. But, for pra ti ally relevant experiments, it turns out that the
on guration of the apparatus and the details of its wave fun tion don't in uen e the
out ome. The origin of the randomness is the unknown subsystem on guration. But,
di erent experimental arrangements orresponding to the same self-adjoint operator
may lead to di erent out omes for the same and the same subsystem on guration.
Ali e: So, the out ome an't be predi ted given a self-adjoint operator and the state ( on guration, wave fun tion) of the subsystem?
Bob: In many ases, it an't. That's why \measurement" is quite a misnomer in this ontext,
be ause it isn't at all a property of the subsystem that is being \measured."
Ali e: A ording to Bohmian me hani s. But, in other interpretations. . .
Bob: At least you don't know in general. Ask yourself how you know that a di erent apparatus (\measuring" the same \observable") a ting on the same subsystem wouldn't
have given a di erent \measurement" result.
Ali e: I'll have to think about this. In quantum me hani s \measurement" is never understood in the sense of simply revealing a preexisting quantity, but rather of for ing
nature to hoose a value.
Bob: All the more reason to regard the word \measurement" as a misnomer. The word
suggests a meaning in the out omes whi h in general the out omes don't have. Nobody
would all throwing a die a measurement, as the out ome is not a preexisting quantity.
Ali e: What about the famous quantum paradoxes in Bohmian me hani s?
Bob: They get resolved (see, e.g., Ref. 3). Sin e Bohmian me hani s des ribes the motion
of obje tively existing parti les, there an't be any paradoxes.
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II.

SECOND DAY: BOHMIAN VERSUS ORTHODOX QUANTUM
MECHANICS

Ali e: I see that Bohmian me hani s is a possible explanation of the quantum world. But,
the parti le traje tories an't be observed!
Bob: The word \observe" is somewhat ambiguous. Stri tly speaking, in a Bohmian universe,
the parti le paths a tually an be observed. Let's onsider, for example, a single
parti le, in a double-slit experiment. We nally observe the position of the arrival of
every single parti le on the s reen and, be ause the equation of motion is of rst order
in time, we an al ulate the entire traje tory from this position. For instan e, we
an de ide whether the parti le passed the left or the right slit, without disturbing the
interferen e pattern: for symmetry reasons, all parti les that passed the left slit hit
the left half of the s reen, while those that passed the right slit hit the right half of
the s reen.
Ali e: But, your last proposition annot be tested empiri ally.
Bob: It annot be tested empiri ally. But, it's ommon for physi al theories to have impliations that annot be tested empiri ally.
Ali e: I didn't have in mind that you ould \observe" the traje tory by al ulating it.
Bob: Most observations, be it the mass of the sun or the harge of the ele tron, are not
done dire tly, but involve al ulations. I understand, of ourse, that you had in mind
dete ting the parti le's position every tenth of a se ond. But, the intera tion involved
with this dete tion would in uen e the parti le's future motion, so we won't see the
traje tory the parti le would have followed if its position hadn't been dete ted (though
what we observe is a Bohmian traje tory as well). It's well known that dete ting
the parti le at the slits of a double-slit experiment will make the interferen e fringes
disappear.
Ali e: Hen e, the traje tory annot be seriously observed, and the equation of motion annot
be tested dire tly.
Bob: Neither an the S hrodinger equation as we an't observe wave fun tions.
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Ali e: Why an't we observe wave fun tions?
Bob: Assume I prepare an atom with a ertain wave fun tion and I give it to you. You an't
nd out the wave fun tion if I don't tell you.
Ali e: I see. This fa t follows indeed from the mathemati al rules of the quantum formalism.
But if you give me a million atoms with the same wave fun tion, I an determine the
wave fun tion.
Bob: Yes, but I don't give you a million, I give you a single one.
Ali e: But it's not lear if the wave fun tion is something real. It may be rather the des ription of our knowledge about the parti le.
Bob: Let's onsider a gedanken experiment. Suppose a omputer hooses a wave fun tion
randomly and prepares an atom with this wave fun tion. Then, it prints out some data
de ning a pair of orthogonal subspa es of the Hilbert spa e, one of them ontaining
the wave fun tion it had hosen. And, then it prints out a note that says whi h of
the two subspa es ontained the hosen wave fun tion, puts it into an envelope, and
seals it. After that, the omputer erases its knowledge about the wave fun tion. Now,
nobody knows the wave fun tion of this atom, and nobody an possibly nd out. But,
nature still remembers the wave fun tion of this atom, be ause we an, a ording to
the rules of the quantum-me hani al formalism, arry out an experiment that has
the two subspa es mentioned earlier as eigenspa es, break the seal, and ompare the
predi tion with the a tual result. (Stri tly speaking, agreement between predi tion
and result doesn't imply the wave fun tion was ontained in one of the subspa es,
but the whole pro edure an be repeated, and the omputer's predi tion is always
true.) A ording to the formalism, the ma hine an only a omplish ertainty of its
predi tions if the wave fun tion a tually lies in the predi ted subspa e. So, the wave
fun tion of the atom is well de ned (or \known to nature" or \real") even in those
ases when nobody is aware of it.
Ali e: Stri tly speaking, you gave an example of one ase in whi h the wave fun tion is
well de ned although nobody knows it. This example doesn't imply it is always well
de ned.
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Bob: Stri tly speaking, you're right about that. But, it suggests that wave fun tions are
always well de ned, and at least it shows that the wave fun tion is not merely a
mathemati al expression of the observer's knowledge. And, it shows that there exist
things we an't observe.
Ali e: If I understand you properly, what you're emphasizing is we an't dire tly he k
S hrodinger's equation by means of (i) measuring the wave fun tion (without disturbing it); (ii) letting it evolve an amount of time; (iii) measuring the wave fun tion again;
and (iv) omparing the result with a numeri al extrapolation using S hrodinger's equation.
Bob: Yes. Isn't that true?
Ali e: Certainly. And, you're saying I shouldn't omplain about invisible traje tories as long
as I a ept S hrodinger's equation.
Bob: You an put it that way. You an, of ourse, test both Eqs. (1) and (2) by their more
indire t onsequen es.
Ali e: But, how do I know the orre t des ription of reality is Bohmian me hani s rather
than any other interpretation of quantum me hani s?
Bob: There is hardly any other interpretation that is onsistent, a epts the existen e of
an outside reality, and agrees with the predi tions of the quantum formalism. (For
dis ussions of other interpretations, see Ref. 4 and 5.) In fa t, the formalism itself
suggests Bohmian me hani s. Let me explain how. Re all that the formalism states
that the wave fun tion evolves a ording to S hrodinger's equation unless we perform
a \formal measurement." Every formal measurement is hara terized by a self-adjoint
operator, the possible \measurement results" are the eigenvalues of this operator, the
probability of a ertain result is the norm squared . . .
Ali e: . . . of the proje tion of the wave fun tion to the orresponding eigenspa e, and this
proje tion is the new wave fun tion that remains after the \formal measurement."
Bob: Note that there is an ambiguity in the formalism be ause it is not ompletely lear
whi h pro esses are formal measurements. In parti ular, we might either guess the
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wave fun tion of the measurement apparatus, use S hrodinger's equation for al ulating the wave fun tion of the omposite system (obje t + apparatus) after the measurement, and then invoke the ollapse rule when reading o the pointer position (or
omputer printout), or we might guess the self-adjoint operator orresponding to this
apparatus and right away assume a ollapse of the obje t wave fun tion.
Ali e: It is well known and easy to show that this ambiguity does not in uen e the set of
possible results nor their probabilities or probabilities for future formal measurements,
and hen e the formalism is unambiguous.
Bob: In so far as ma ros opi predi tions are on erned. But, be ause we saw that the
wave fun tion (of the omposite system) is well de ned in reality, the question arises:
when does the wave fun tion ollapse in reality? If you nd it diÆ ult to believe
that the universe swit hes o the natural evolution law for a moment in favor of a
di erent dynami s ollapsing the wave fun tion, then apparently the wave fun tion
never ollapses. In this ase, however, the wave fun tion of the omposite system will,
in general, be a superposition of very di erent states, in luding di erent laboratory
proto ols or whatever [ f. Eq. (7)℄. In parti ular, the result is not en oded in this wave
fun tion. Neither is there any randomness appearing.
Therefore, the wave fun tion annot be the omplete des ription of the state of the
omposite system. There have to be additional variables that ontain the a tual result
of the formal measurement. Su h variables often are alled \hidden variables" be ause
they're not part (or fun tionals) of the wave fun tion. But, this name turns out to be
a misnomer if you remember that these variables ontain the visible result, the only
thing visible, in fa t. Now, the question is, what are these additional variables? Let's
see what the formalism suggests: the wave fun tion is a fun tion of the on guration,
that is, of the parti le positions. So, what's simpler than assuming that \parti les"
means parti les and that a on guration a tually exists? Indeed, what would be the
meaning of the wave fun tion being a fun tion of the parti le positions if there were no
parti le positions? If we assume that quantum parti les have traje tories too, then the
motion of these parti les should be guided by the wave fun tion. The pre ise formula
of Eq. (1) an be obtained as the simplest one de ning a Galilean invariant theory.2
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Ali e: I suppose that whoever says that the orthodox view of quantum me hani s is wrong
should explain where mistakes were made on the way leading to this view.
Bob: The founders of quantum me hani s were mu h attra ted by the thought that the
words \momentum," \energy," and \angular momentum" still have a meaning in
quantum me hani s. These words, however, don't have an immediate meaning (in
ontrast to \position," whi h does); their meaning in Newtonian me hani s omes
from the fa t that they are onserved quantities. Without this fa t, nobody would
be interested in multiplying mass by velo ity. Now, Newtonian me hani s has turned
out wrong, so naively we should expe t that these words ease to have a meaning.
But, Heisenberg and others insisted they have a meaning. The idea was that to de ne
a physi al quantity means to spe ify how to measure it.6 But, this is a dangerous
strategy be ause you don't know whether your result depends on the details of your
measurement arrangement. There's no problem with de ning a quantity by spe ifying
how to measure it as long as you an predi t the values. Then, you an be sure the
value didn't depend on the arrangement. But, there is a problem as soon as the values
are random. You don't even know you measured anything meaningful, be ause whatever de nition-in-terms-of-how-to-measure you hoose, it will always produ e some
result.
And, it is interesting whi h de nitions Heisenberg hose: the de nitions he gave were
always su h that in a Newtonian world, they would have measured the Newtonian
value (of momentum, energy, or angular momentum, respe tively). Isn't that strange?
Shouldn't we suspe t that the orre t experimental arrangement for measuring momentum (if su h a quantity exists) in a world whose rules di er from Newton's might
di er from that in Newton's world? Insisting on the belief that Newtonian momentum
(energy, angular momentum) measurements reveal the momentum (energy, angular
momentum) leads to the orthodox view of quantum me hani s.
Ali e: Is there an \a tual momentum" in Bohmian me hani s like the \a tual position?"
Bob: You might de ne mQ_ as the a tual momentum (but it is not a onserved quantity), or
you might de ne h j( i~)rj i as the a tual momentum (whi h is a onserved quantity
as long as translation invarian e is satis ed). But, I doubt that su h a de nition will
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be helpful for al ulations or for anything, as these quantities need not agree with the
out ome of a \momentum measurement."
Ali e: There is a pretty symmetry in quantum me hani s between position and momentum.
Bohmian me hani s destroys that symmetry.
Bob: There is no su h symmetry in quantum me hani s. The Hamiltonian breaks it. The
S hrodinger equation is a di erential equation in the position representation of the
wave fun tion, but it is only a pseudodi erential equation in momentum representation
and just some operator equation in representations using other bases of Hilbert spa e.
Ali e: But, you an hoose a basis in Hilbert spa e. That's the symmetry.
Bob: You may as well Fourier transform Maxwell elds. But, that doesn't mean there is a
symmetry in lassi al ele trodynami s between physi al (position) spa e and Fourier
spa e.
III.

THIRD DAY: SPECIAL ISSUES

Ali e: What about spin in Bohmian me hani s?
Bob: We an repla e the S hrodinger equation by the Pauli equation and Eq. (1) by
dQi
dt

~

=m

i

P 
Im Ps s r i s ;
s s s

(8)

where s is the spin index. It is understood that all fun tions ( s and its derivatives)
are evaluated at the a tual on guration.
Ali e: So, there is no \a tual spin ve tor?"
Bob: No. The spin is rather a property of the wave fun tion.
Ali e: What about identi al parti les? The wave fun tion has to be antisymmetri for
fermions and symmetri for bosons.
Bob: OK, let the wave fun tion be antisymmetri , respe tively, symmetri .
Ali e: Nothing spe ial otherwise? The same equation of motion?
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Bob: Nothing spe ial. The same equation of motion.
Ali e: But, the parti les are still labeled by the numbers 1; : : : ; N in Eq. (1), whereas identi al
parti les should not have su h a labeling.
Bob: For symmetri or antisymmetri wave fun tions, Eq. (1) is invariant under permutations of the labels, so the unphysi al labeling does not a e t the traje tories.
Ali e: Something else: The ground state of the hydrogen atom is a real-valued wave fun tion.
So, the Bohmian ele tron does not move. It stands still.
Bob: Yes.
Ali e: That's ounterintuitive.
Bob: Counterintuitive doesn't mean mu h. It may seem ounterintuitive that, a ording to
Maxwell's theory, the energy in a power ord is not transported within the wires but
within the insulator. For my part, I don't have too mu h intuition about the interior
of a hydrogen atom. Perhaps you an explain your intuition to me.
Ali e: Well, the nu leus exerts a Coulomb for e on the ele tron, and in a stable atom this
for e should be ompensated by some entrifugal for e.
Bob: So, you mean (Coulomb for e) + ( entrifugal for e) = 0? Well, the entrifugal for e
is, in general, mx, right? So, your argument implies mx = (Coulomb for e). This
relation is pre isely Newtonian me hani s, and we an experimentally test Newtonian
against Bohmian me hani s. Bohmian me hani s wins.
Ali e: But, from quantum me hani s one expe ts that if parti le paths are to make sense,
they should be Newtonian.
Bob: The existen e of parti le paths as su h does not imply Newton's equation. It is a
frequent prejudi e that parti le paths, if there are any, should be Newtonian paths.
What you refer to in quantum me hani s is the fa t that if a small wave pa ket stays
a small wave pa ket for a time, its (only roughly de ned) \path" is more or less
Newtonian. But, this path is something di erent from the Bohmian parti le path
(whi h is always and pre isely de ned).
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Ali e: OK, I'll give a di erent example. Suppose a parti le is on ned between two impermeable walls. Its wave fun tion is a multiple of eikx + e ikx, where k is hosen so that
the wave fun tion vanishes at the walls. Again, the Bohmian parti le stands still.
Bob: Yes.
Ali e: But, quantum me hani s says the momentum is, up to small orre tions, either ~k or
~k, so the parti le an't be at rest.
Bob: The word \momentum" doesn't have a meaning.
Ali e: But, we an measure the momentum.
Bob: Tell me how you measure the momentum.
Ali e: Take away the walls and let the parti le move freely for an amount of time. Then,
dete t its position. If the amount of time was large enough and the distan e between
the walls small enough, we know quite pre isely how far the parti le traveled. Now,
divide by time and multiply by mass.
Bob: The result of this experiment is perfe tly predi ted by Bohmian me hani s. The
traje tory of the Bohmian parti le in your experiment looks like this: it is a smooth
urve t 7! X (t) whi h is onstant, X (t) = x0 , before the walls are removed and whi h
is asymptoti to the line X (t)  (~k=m)t + onstant if x0 lies right of the enter and
asymptoti to the line X (t)  (~k=m)t + onstant if x0 lies left of the enter. Ea h
of these two ases o urs with probability 1/2.
Ali e: So the parti le slowly a elerates until it rea hes the velo ity ~k=m?
Bob: Yes.
Ali e: But, I always imagined the parti le going ba k and forth between the walls, having
velo ity either ~k=m or ~k=m, ea h half of the time.
Bob: That's Newtonian me hani s, and Newtonian me hani s is refuted by experiment.
Ali e: But, Newtonian me hani s for our experiment makes the true predi tion that the
parti le will, with a ertain xed velo ity, move either in the x or in the x dire tion
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after the walls have been removed. So why should we give up Newtonian me hani s
in this ase?
Bob: Be ause it an't ope with other experiments, su h as the double-slit.
Ali e: I have another question. You said the wave fun tion is something real. So, Bohmian
me hani s says the wave fun tion is something like a physi al eld.
Bob: If you wish to put it that way, yes.
Ali e: But physi al elds are always fun tions on three-spa e, not on on guration spa e.
Probability densities are fun tions on on guration spa e.
Bob: The Maxwell and the gravity elds are fun tions on three-spa e, but this doesn't
mean every physi al eld is a fun tion on three-spa e. I an imagine having elds
on on guration spa e. Why not? Indeed, I an simulate a Bohmian universe on
a omputer (by the way, it is very un lear how to simulate an orthodox quantumme hani al universe on a omputer); now, what should, say, intelligent life forms
inhabiting this universe think about physi al elds? These beings would be wrong
about their world unless they regard as a physi al eld on on guration spa e, as
that is how I simulate it.
Ali e: Isn't existen e of a tual parti le positions more of a metaphysi al question than a
physi al one?
Bob: An an ient astronomer might have said that the positions of the planets in threespa e annot be observed, and so we should restri t our theories to des ribing the
motion of the planets on the two-sphere, against the ba kground of xed stars. Su h
a view would ertainly have in uen ed physi s, so it would not have been merely of
metaphysi al interest. That's why I an't see why the existen e of traje tories should
not be a physi al question.
Ali e: But, as there is no way of testing Bohmian me hani s against orthodox quantum
me hani s experimentally, how do I know the traje tories exist?
Bob: \Is it not lear from the smallness of the s intillation on the s reen that we have to do
with a parti le?" (J. S. Bell,7 p. 191).
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Ali e: How do you know you have the orre t traje tories? How do you know it won't turn
out to be ne essary to hange the equation of motion one day?
Bob: In fa t, I don't. But, that's not a tragedy. How do you know S hrodinger's equation
is orre t?
Ali e: It ertainly isn't. It's nonrelativisti .
Both: But, that's not a tragedy.
Ali e: Why should a physi ist deal with philosophi al questions?
Bob: Bohmian me hani s is a di erential equation. Not philosophy. It's the orthodox view
that introdu es a number of rypti philosophi al pronoun ements for explaining away
the problems of quantum me hani s.
Ali e: There's one big obje tion against Bohmian me hani s: the majority of physi ists believes in the quantum orthodoxy.
Bob: A philosopher, engineer, mathemati ian, or hemist might a ept the authority of the
majority of physi ists. But, if you are a physi ist yourself, you are in the position to
de ide for yourself.
Ali e: A nal question: How should we s ienti ally answer metaphysi al questions?
Bob: The debate on Bohmian me hani s rather resembles the debate at the beginning of
the 20th entury on the question \In me hani al terms, what does entropy pre isely
mean and what does the se ond law of thermodynami s pre isely state?"8 than a
metaphysi al debate. I have to explain this omparison. Look, every physi al theory
we know is more or less ill-de ned. Newton's 1=r2 for e law is ill-de ned as soon as
two parti les ollide, the Lorentz for e evaluates the Maxwell eld at a singular point,
and there are dozens of other problems. Some of these problems we may safely ignore,
some not. Some theories are better de ned than others. My message is that the
usual quantum me hani s is ill-de ned in su h a way that you should be dissatis ed
with it. Now, the question is how to make sense out of the formalism of quantum
me hani s. The meaning of entropy was dis ussed in statisti al me hani s a hundred
years ago, and it is the meaning of quantum me hani s that we are dis ussing now.
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And, Bohmian me hani s is the best way to make sense out of quantum me hani s.
If you're wondering what does really happen during quantum pro esses, Bohmian
me hani s is the most natural answer.
IV.

FURTHER READING

J. S. Bell's olle ted papers on the foundations of quantum me hani s7 ontain many
ex ellent arti les on the essential problem with ordinary, orthodox quantum me hani s,
and the existing possibilities for solving this problem. Bell alls Bohmian me hani s the \de
Broglie-Bohm theory." Referen e 3 is a ni e short paper explaining how Bohmian me hani s
solves a paradox.
Bohm's original papers are of histori al interest.9 You should keep in mind, however,
that they represent the 1952 state-of-a airs, ontaining errors about the behavior of the
solutions of Eq. (1) and spe ulations that have not led anywhere. Later in his life, Bohm
wrote a book on Bohmian me hani s 4 together with B. J. Hiley. In this book, you will
nd pi tures of Bohmian paths and detailed dis ussions of spe ial topi s. Another sour e of
histori al interest is the Fifth Solvay Congress of 1927,10 where similar ideas were proposed
by L. de Broglie. The history of Bohmian me hani s and its re eption is outlined in Ref. 11.
A detailed overview of Bohmian me hani s an be found in Ref. 12. An overview of the
mathemati al resear h on Bohmian me hani s up to 1995 is given in Ref. 13. A omparison
of Bohmian me hani s with other attempts at nding out what quantum me hani s means
is made in Ref. 5.
Referen e 2, a long resear h paper, ontains a detailed analysis of how to justify the
quantum equilibrium hypothesis, and Ref. 14 dis usses various aspe ts of quantum measurements from a Bohmian perspe tive. For extensions of Bohmian me hani s to quantum
eld theory, see Ref. 15 and the referen es therein, and for a perspe tive on a relativisti
version of Bohmian me hani s, see Chap. 12 of Ref. 4.
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